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SALISH EXPLORER

Passengers will enjoy panoramic windows from both the main deck and second deck cabins. Versatile 
floor plans offer both fixed and configurable interior seating, elevator accessibility, and fully-equipped 
service bars.  The second deck aft viewing veranda and spacious bow foredeck provide perfect platforms 
for capturing selfies or snapshots of the beautiful Seattle cityscape. The upper deck features a 360-degree 
viewing experience, complete with elevated observation and ceremony platform.

WIDTH:   34 feet

LENGTH:   125 feet

RECEPTION:  290-420 guests (summertime)

SEATED:   Up to 240 guests

BARS:   Two interior: main deck and upper deck

ACCESSIBILITY:  Elevator from first deck to second deck, Top Deck stairs only
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The newest addition to our fleet!
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SPIRIT OF SEATTLE
Available primarily in the shoulder seasons, the Spirit is our largest yacht-style vessel sporting 3 
decks, as well as 3 separate outer deck viewing areas. Gorgeous bar-tops and wall sconces accent 
the Spirit’s elegance.

WIDTH:   32 feet

LENGTH:   115 feet

RECEPTION:  200-300 guests (summertime)

SEATED:   Up to 200 guests

BARS:   Two interior: main deck and upper deck
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LADY MARY
Great for parties who want to add that little extra something — whether that’s a casino, a murder-mystery 
troupe, or a no-holds-barred photo-booth. Also great for single-level presentations with seating capacity of 
up to ~80 on the main level.

WIDTH:   26 feet

LENGTH:   98 feet

RECEPTION:  150-200 guests (summertime)

SEATED:   Up to 140 guests

BARS:   Two interior: main deck and upper deck



Another of our “Yacht-style” charter boats, the Celebrations features cozy interior space as well as an 
upper-deck cabin that seats up to 16. Great for lunches, dinners, or sectional parties where guests can 
mingle, explore, and peel away for great conversations. 

WIDTH:   18 feet

LENGTH:   78 feet

RECEPTION:  80-100 guests (summertime)

SEATED:   Up to 64 guests

BARS:   One interior: main deck bow
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CELEBRATIONS

Add a dynamic accent to your onboard event with programmable LED decorative lighting around the 
enclosed lounge on the second deck.



One of our “Yacht-style” charter boats, the Champagne Lady is a great vessel for hosting a lunch or dinner 
party — her layout allows up to 52 guests to be seated all in the same mini-ballroom on the main cabin. 
The open upper deck is great for summer events and catching the breeze. 

WIDTH:   18 feet

LENGTH:   78 feet

RECEPTION:  60-80 guests (summertime)

SEATED:   Up to 52 guests

BARS:   Two: one interior main deck and one exterior upper deck (optional)
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CHAMPAGNE LADY
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GOODTIME II
The Goodtime 2 features “convertible” side panels which allow it to have either an enclosed and heated 
upper deck, or an open-air cross-breeze to flow through your event. Great for dinner parties, she also 
shines with large cocktail parties and events.

WIDTH:   25 feet

LENGTH:   87 feet

RECEPTION:  150-250 guests (summertime)

SEATED:   Up to 140 guests

BARS:   Two interior: main deck and upper deck



The Goodtime 3 offers a great way to explore either the Sound or the lakes of Seattle. With ample outer 
deck space, the Goodtime 3 is an excellent boat from which to take in your surroundings and immerse 
yourself in Seattle.

WIDTH:   26.5 feet

LENGTH:   85 feet

RECEPTION:  100-150 guests (summertime)

SEATED:   Up to 78 guests

BARS:   One interior: main deck
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GOODTIME III

Add a dynamic accent to your onboard event with programmable LED decorative lighting around the bar.



The Sightseer is a fun, casual boat with a lot of character. With a wide open upper deck, she makes a great 
summer party cruise boat. A small intimate bow area allows for further mingling and camaraderie.

WIDTH:   25 feet

LENGTH:   70 feet

RECEPTION:  50-100 guests (summertime)

SEATED:   Up to 48 guests

BARS:   One interior: main deck
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SIGHTSEER

Add a dynamic accent to your onboard event with programmable LED decorative lighting around the 
second deck.



The Queen’s Launch is a fun, sporty ferry boat that offers small casual groups the least obstructed 
experience of the lakes of Seattle — with an open air outer deck, she’s great for sunny-day cruises in the 
spring and fall, and with her main deck close to the waterline, you’ll feel like you’re right at the heart of 
Seattle’s lake-side lifestyle. 

WIDTH:   16 feet

LENGTH:   36 feet

RECEPTION:  30-50 guests (summertime)

SEATED:   Fixed seating: please inquire, 25-30 guests

BARS:   One interior: main deck*

Availability: April-June, September-October 
*Licensed for beer and wine service only. Not licensed for liquor/cocktail service.
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QUEEN’S LAUNCH


